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Abstract
The 6-PUS parallel manipulator can be used as a good alternative for the 6-UPS manipulator, known as Stewart platform.
6-PUS parallel robots may be designed and manufactured in various architectures with different attributes. In this paper,
to assess all the possible architectures of the 6-PUS with respect to both workspace and dynamic performance, a general
geometry is first defined. Using Newton-Euler method, the dynamic model of the general 6-PUS robot is derived and its
closed-form dynamic equations are presented. More accurate formulation is obtained by considering all robot’s component
inertia as well as including the angular velocity and acceleration vectors of the robot’s legs. Moreover, the effect of neglecting
link inertia of the 6-PUS robot is studied for different payload to link mass ratios. The closed-form model includes dynamic
matrices of the robot which can conveniently be used for model based control techniques. Two trajectories are considered
and the derived dynamic formulation is verified using a commercial multibody dynamics software. Finally, four case studies
covering the well-known architectures of the 6-PUS manipulator, including the Hexaglide and the HexaM, are compared
based on the robot workspace and forces of the actuators. The results indicates that amongst the studied designs of the
6-PUS robot, the architecture with rails leaning outside provides the best performance and therefore can be considered as a
competitor for the conventional Stewart platforms.
Keywords General 6-PUS manipulator · Newton-Euler · Closed-form · Dynamics modeling

1 Introduction
Recently, the use of 6-DOF parallel manipulators in motion
simulators have vastly increased. These type of robots are
widely used in many applications on due to their high
rigidity, high load carrying capacity and large workspace.
Dynamic modeling of a manipulator plays a key role in
robot design. Dynamic analysis of parallel robots is more
complicated in comparison with serial manipulator because
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of their closed kinematic chain. A variety of modeling
frameworks have been proposed for dynamic modeling of
parallel manipulators, the most common of which are: i)
Newton-Euler method, ii) Euler-Lagrange method and iii)
virtual work method. Each of these methods has its pros and
cons that can be found abundantly in the literature [1–5].
Due to complexity of the dynamic equations of parallel
manipulators, there are different approaches to improve
the computational efficiency of the dynamic equations [6–
8]. By obtaining a compact expression of the dynamic
model in a concise form, the inertia matrix allows the
structural characteristics of the dynamic system to be determined. Also, this dynamic model can be used in forward
dynamics and control system design of the parallel robots
resulting in improvement of robot dynamic computational
efficiency [9–12].
Two well-known parallel structures with six degrees of
freedom are the 6-UPS and 6-PUS parallel robot which are
used as motion simulators. In this notation, U stands for a
universal joint, P for a prismatic joint and S represents a
spherical joint. The underlined letter denotes to the actuated
joint. Comparing to the 6-PUS structure, the 6-UPS structure, known as Stewart platform has been extensively used
as motion simulators. However, researchers have recently
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referred to the advantages of a PUS structure [13–15].
In the PUS structure, the active prismatic joint is positioned in the first place of the kinematic chain. The main
advantages of this structure are: a) decreasing interface
between linkages, b) decreasing the mass center of robot,
c) increasing stiffness, and d) better performance in fast
movements.
Notwithstanding the advantages of the 6-PUS structure,
most of the kinematics and dynamics models are limited
to the 6-UPS structure. Narayanan et al. [14] examined the
kinematic, static and workspace of a 6-PUS robot which
each pair of the sliders move on one side of the triangle.
Zhao and Gao [16] formulated the inverse dynamics of
the 6-PSS parallel manipulator based on the virtual work
method and the concept of link Jacobian matrices. They
claimed that the virtual work method to solve the dynamics of a robot is more efficient than Newton’s method.
An effective method is presented in [17] for the forward
dynamics of the 6-PUS robot based on composite simulation method. In this method, the dynamics modeling of the
6-PUS robot is separated into an independent simulation
of the platform and six legs. Rao et al. [18] solved the
inverse dynamic of a type of the 6-PUS robot, namely, the
hexaslides, using the decoupled natural orthogonal complement (DeNOC) method. Using this method, constraint
wrenches are easily eliminated in the dynamic equations.
Lopez [19] introduced another method based on the generalized momentum to solve the dynamic equations of a 6PUS robot. The robot used in [19] has a move in the base
platform, which plays an important role in macro-micro

Fig. 1 Physical model of a
general 6-PUS robot

robotic applications. These models offer valuable insight
into the kinematics and dynamics of the robot. However,
knowledge of the performance of various architectures and
comparison of their performance is relatively untapped.
In this paper, the closed-form formulation of a general
6-PUS robot is derived based on Newton-Euler method considering the angular velocity of the links with universal
joints. The dynamic matrices are obtained using mathematical techniques which can be used for model based control
algorithms. The effect of neglecting link inertia of the 6PUS robot is also studied for different payload to link
mass properties ratios. To verify the results of the derived
dynamics formulation, a commercial multibody dynamics
software is used. Finally, according to the general 6-PUS
robot defined, four well-known architectures are offered and
compared based on the robot workspace and forces of the
actuators.

2 Geometry of a General 6-PUS Robot
A general architecture of the 6-PUS parallel robot is
illustrated in Fig. 1. There are six rigid links with constant
length that are connected to the moving platform with
spherical joints and to the sliders by universal joints. Each
slider is connected by prismatic joint to the base platform.
Ball screw transmission system converts the rotation of
the motors into translational motion of the slider along
prismatic joints. Therefore, the 6-PUS robot is comprised
from six kinematic chains in which prismatic, universal and
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spherical joints are located successively from the base to the
moving platform [13].
Figure 2 shows eight kinematic parameters that describe
a general architecture of the 6-PUS robot. These parameters
are defined as follows:
rb : Base platform radius
db : Distance between Ai Aj
β : First angular parameter of the slider’s direction
γ : Second angular parameter of the slider’s direction
p0 : Initial position of the sliders when the robot is in
neutral position
rp : Moving platform radius
dp : Distance between two spherical joints
Zh : Distance between the moving platform and the base
platform when the robot is in neutral position
By changing these parameters, designers can make different
architectures of the 6-PUS robot. Hexaglide and HexaM

robots are the most famous architectures of this robot type
[20–22].

3 Inverse Kinematics Analysis of the General
6-PUS Robot
Figure 3 depicts the coordinates frames and position
vectors of the 6-PUS parallel manipulator. Two coordinate
frames are defined, the fixed coordinate frame, {B}, and
the moving coordinate frame, {T }, that are located in
center of base and moving platform, respectively. The unit
vector ei and ni are defined along the direction of ith
slider and rigid link respectively. If the lower part of the
i
universal joint is considered in detail, the term of lu m
is a vector perpendicular to the plane which slider moves
on it.
The position vector of sliders, pi ei , can be found using
the position vector of the end-effector, EE, [13]. Equation 1

Fig. 2 Eight considered parameters for general architecture of the 6-PUS robot, a Top view of the base platform, b Isometric view of the base
platform, c Top view of the moving platform, d Front view of the 6-PUS robot
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displayed by vector Si . By twice time differentiating of the
vector Si , we have,
 +ξ
(4)
S¨ =
i

i

1i

where,




 qi
ξ1i =×
×

(5)

 is the angular velocity vector of the moving
in which, 
platform. The same technique is used for left side of Eq. 1
to obtain the acceleration of the sliders,
p̈i =

nTi
 i +ξ2i

ei · ni

(6)

where,
ξ2i =



ni · ξ1i + S˙i −ṗi ei · n˙ i
ei · ni

(7)

In Fig. 4 the rotation axes of the universal joint are shown.
The first rotation axis is the unit vector of xi , which its
direction is constant during slider movement. The second
rotation axis of the universal joint is yi which is equal to,
yi =

Fig. 3 Vectors and coordinate frames of a general 6-PUS robot

shows the relationship between position vectors for the ith
kinematic chain of the 6-PUS robot,


ai +pi ei +lu m
 i +l ni =
c+Rsi

(1)


Where l is length of the rigid link, si is position vector of
the point Si relative to coordinate frame {T } and the matrix
R represents rotation of coordinate frame {T } with respect
to coordinate frame {B}. By solving the inverse kinematic
equation, the position of each slider is equal to,


√
(2)
pi =ei · ηi ± , = (ei · ηi )2 − ηi · ηi −l 2

ni
xi ×

ni 
xi ×

xi ×
yi is the axis that the rigid link
The unit vector zi =
cannot rotate about it.
Therefore, the angular velocity and angular acceleration
of the rigid link can be written as,
ω
 i =ωxi xi +ωyi yi
α i =αxi xi +αyi yi +ωxi ωyi zi

in which,


ηi =
c + Rsi −
ai −lu m
i

(3)

4 Velocity and Acceleration Analysis
of the General 6-PUS Robot
In order to formulate the dynamics equations in a compact
expression, we need to obtain the velocity and acceleration
of all links of the robot in terms of generalized coordinates.
In this paper, we calculate all accelerations in terms of
the moving platform acceleration. Therefore, we define
 qi , where qi = Rs  and A
 is the angular
 i =c¨+A×

i
acceleration vector of the moving platform. In the following,
 i.
we express all the formulas in vector 
The right side of Eq. 1 shows the position of point
Si relative to the fixed coordinate frame, {B}, which is

(8)

Fig. 4 Axes defined for the universal joint of the 6-PUS robot

(9)
(10)
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where,
 


nTi
−1
T
T

αxi =
yi ξ3i
y I3×3 −ei
i +
l (
ni · zi ) i
ei · ni


 
nTi
1
T
T
 i +
xi ξ3i
αyi =

x I3×3 −ei
l (
ni · zi ) i
ei · ni

 i × (ω
 i ×
ni ) −lωxi ωyi (zi ×
ni )
ξ3i =ξ1i −ξ2i ei −l ω

By substituting Eqs. 6 and 14 into Eq. 16, we can express
 i as follows,
aGi in term of 


(11)
aGi =

(12)

(13)

Considering Eqs. 11, 12 and 13 and substituting in Eq. 10,
the angular acceleration of the rigid link is summarized as
follows,




nTi
1
T
T
 i +ξ4i
−
xi yi +
yi xi

I3×3 −ei
α i =
l (
ni · zi )
ei · ni



T

n

−rG ñi 
−
xi yiT +
yi xiT
I3×3 −ei i
l (
ni · zi )
ei · ni

ei nTi
 i +ξ5i
+
(17)

ei · ni

where ñi is the skew matrix of the vector ni and is equal
to,
⎤
0 −niz niy
0 −nix ⎦
ñi = ⎣ niz
−niy nix
0
⎡

(18)

and,
ni +rG ω
 i × (ω
 i ×
ni ) +ξ2i ei
ξ5i =rG ξ4i ×

(19)

(14)

5 Dynamic Analysis of the General 6-PUS
Robot

where,
ξ4i =



1
−
xi yiT +
yi xiT ξ3i +ωxi ωyi zi
l (
ni · zi )

(15)

The position of mass center of the rigid link is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The distance between point Ui and Gi is rG . The
rigid link rotates with angular velocity ω
 i and angular acceleration α i . Also, the rigid link accelerates by connecting to
the slider. Therefore, the acceleration of the rigid link in
center of mass can be written as,
αi ×rG ni +ω
 i × (ω
 i ×rG ni ) +p̈i ei
aGi =

Fig. 5 Acceleration vectors of the ith link with the slider

5.1 Dynamic of Rigid Links and Sliders
Figure 6 shows the free body diagram of the ith rigid link of
the 6-PUS robot. There are two axial force, FSai , and lateral
force, FSni , acting on spherical joint. The link cannot rotate
 ui and the reaction
about zi axis, therefore the moment of M

force, Rui , are applied from the slider.

(16)

Fig. 6 Free body diagram of the ith link
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According to Fig. 6, the Euler equation for the link about
point Ui can be written as follows,

By considering the applied force to the ith slider as,
Fpi =fiac ei , the Newton equation of motion of the rigid link
with slider can be expressed as,

 M
 ui =I¯l α i +ω
 i ×I¯l ω
 i +rG ni ×ml aGi
l ni ×FSi +rG ni ×ml G+

ac


ml G+m
i +Fb1i +Fb2i +Fsi =ml aGi +ms p̈i ei (24)
s G+f
i e

(20)
where, FSi =FSni +FSai is the applied force to the spherical
joint, G = [0, 0, −9.81]T is the vector gravitation acceleration, I¯l is the inertia tensor of the rigid link at the center
of mass and ml is the mass of the rigid link. By innermultiplying both sides of the Eq. 20 by ni , the reaction
moment of universal joint will be obtained as follows,

 ui = Ni · ni zi
M
ni · zi

(21)

 · ei −f ac
− (ml +ms ) G
i

where,



Ni =I¯l α i +ω
 i ×I¯l ω
 i +ml rG ni × aGi −G

(22)

By cross-multiplying both sides of the Eq. 20 by ei , the force
of spherical joint is equal to,
FS · ei
Ni ×ei
N i · ni
ni +
+
yi
FSi = i
ni · ei
l (
ni · ei ) (
ni · zi ) (
ni · ei )

where, ms is the mass of each slider. By inner-multiplying
both sides of the Eq. 24 by ei , the reaction forces from
the base platform will be eliminated. On the other hand, by
substituting the terms which are simplified and calculated in
 i , we have,
term of 




nTi
ml rG T  T
T

yi xi
e ñi xi yi −
Fsi ·ei =
I3×3 −ei
l (
ni · zi ) i
ei · ni

ml eiT ei nTi ms nTi
 i +ml eiT ξ5i +ms ξ2i
+
+

ei · ni
ei · ni

(23)

As can be seen in Eq. 23, the applied force
 spherical

 to the


joint, FSi , is expressed in three terms of FSi ·ei , N i ×ei


 i.
and Ni ·
ni , which should be written in term of 
The free body diagram of a rigid link with the slider is
illustrated in Fig. 7. Two reaction forces are applied from
the base platform to the slider, Fb1i and Fb2i in which the
forces are perpendicular to the direction of slider.

(25)

According to Eq. 22, the term of I¯l α i can be simplified as
follows [23],
αi ×
ni )
αi · ni ) ni +In ni × (
I¯l α i =Ia (

(26)

where, Ia and In are the mass moments of inertia along the
axial and normal directions of the rigid link, respectively.
After substituting the Eqs. 14, 17 into equations of Ni · ni
and Ni ×ei , and simplifying the expressions, we have,




ni nTi −1  T
T

xi yi −
ni = In ni
yi xiT
Ni ·
l (
ni · zi )


nTi
1
× I3×3 −ei
− Ia nTi ni nTi
ei · ni
l (
ni · zi )




nTi
T
T
i
yi xi
× xi yi −

I3×3 −ei
ei · ni


+ Ia nTi ni nTi +In nTi −In nTi ni nTi ξ4i
+ ω
 i ×I¯l ω
 i · ni

(27)


N i ×ei =

2
m l rG
In −Ia
In ẽi
+
ni ×ei ) nTi +
(
l (
ni · zi )
l (
ni · zi ) l (
ni · zi )





ni eiT ñi xi yiT −
yi xiT
× nTi ei I3×3 −



nT
× I3×3 −ei i
ei · ni


+

ml rG
(ei · ni )




ni eiT ei nTi
× nTi ei I3×3 −

Fig. 7 Free body diagram of the ith link with the slider

i




+ (Ia −In ) (
ni ×ei ) nTi −In ẽi ξ4i


+ml rG nTi ei I3×3 −
ni eiT ξ5i


 ×ei + ω
−ml rG ni ×G
 i ×I¯l ω
 i ×ei

(28)
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According to Fig. 8, Newton’s equation of the moving
platform is expressed by Eq. 30.

MT G−

6


FSi +Fext =MT aP

(30)

i=1

where, MT is the mass of moving platform with payload
and aP is the translational acceleration of point P which is
equal to,


 rP +×

 rP
(31)
×
aP =c¨+A×
By substituting Eq. 23 for FSi and Eq. 31 for aP in Eq. 30,
Newton’s equation of the moving platform with payload is
obtained as follows,




6
6


¨

Qi c− MT r̃P +
Qi q̃i A
MT I3×3 +
i=1



i=1







 +

 r P −G
×
+MT ×

6 



 i +  i −Fext

i=1

Fig. 8 Free body diagram of the moving platform with payload

=

 


By substituting the expressions for FSi ·ei , N i ×ei and


ni from Eqs. 25, 27 and 28 and simplifying, the Eq.
N i ·
23 can be reduced to,
f ac
 i +  i +  i − i ni
FSi =Qi 
ei · ni

(29)

 i ,  i is independent of
where, Qi is the coefficient of the 

i and contains the velocity terms and  i is independent of
 i and contains the gravitational term.


5.2 Dynamic of Moving Platform

6

i=1

fiac
ni
ei · ni

(32)

Considering Fig. 8, Euler’s equation of the moving platform
with payload about origin of moving reference frame is
equal to,

rP ×MT G−

6 



 ext
qi ×FSi +rP ×Fext +M

i=1

 ×

 I¯T +M
= I¯T A+
aP
T rP ×

where, I¯T is the inertia tensor of the moving platform with
payload at point P . Equation 33 can be expanded as,




6
6


2
¨

¯
q̃i Qi c− MT r̃P +
q̃i Qi q̃i −IP A
MT r̃P +
i=1

A payload can be placed on the robot’s moving platform
which mass center of moving platform with payload is
determined by point P in Fig. 8. The position of point P

with respect to frame {T } is defined by rP vector. By applying external forces and moments to point P , the free body
diagram of the moving platform with payload is as follows,

Fig. 9 Desired trajectory of the EE for the 6-PUS parallel manipulator

(33)

+MT r̃P



i=1

6





 +×
 I¯T +


 r P −G
q̃i  i +  i
×
×



i=1

 ext =
−rP ×Fext −M

6


fiac

i=1

ei · ni

ni )
qi ×
(

(34)
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Equations 32 and 34 can be combined as follows,


Fext
MX Ẍ+VX X,Ẋ +GX (X) =J T F ac +
 ext
rP ×Fext +M
(35)
 T T T

is the acceleration generalized
where, Ẍ= c¨ A
coordinate vector in Cartesian space, MX is the Cartesian
inertia matrix, VX contains Coriolis and centrifugal force
components, GX denotes gravitational force components,
J is the jacobian matrix of the 6-PUS robot and F ac is a
vector 6 × 1 which contains applied forces of the sliders.
The matrices in Eq. 35 are given as follows,


MT I3×3 −MT r̃P
MX =
MT r̃P −MT r̃P2 +I¯T 6×6

6 

Qi −Qi q̃i
+
(36)
q̃i Qi −q̃i Qi q̃i 6×6
i=1


⎤


 rP
MT ×
×
⎦

=⎣


 I¯T +M
 rP
×
×
T r̃P ×
⎡

VX

+

6 

i=1

θi
q̃i θi



(37)
6×1




−M
TG 
GX =

−MT rP ×G
⎡
⎢
⎢
J=⎢
⎣

nT1
q1 ×
n1 )T
(
e1 ·
n1
e1 ·
n1

..
.

..
.

nT6
q6 ×
n6 )T
(
e6 ·
n6
e6 ·
n6

6×1


+
6×1


6 

i
q̃i  i
i=1

(38)

6×1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(39)
6×6

The formulation of Eq. 35 is expressed in a closed-form
which is useful in model-based control strategies.

Table 1 The kinematic parameters of the 6-PUS manipulator
Components of the robot

Base platform

Slider
Leg
Moving platform

Parameter

Value

⎧
⎫
rb ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ d ⎪
⎬
b
⎪
⎪ β ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
γ
p0
l
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎨ rp ⎪
⎬
dp
⎪
⎩  ⎪
⎭
rp

⎫
⎧
0.70 (m) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨ 0.12 (m) ⎪
◦
⎪
⎪
30
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩
◦
53
0.20 (m)
0.95 (m)
⎧
⎪
0.42 (m)
⎪
⎨
0.20 (m)

T
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0 0 0.6 (m)

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎭

6 Simulation and Results
In order to verify the dynamics equations of the 6-PUS robot
with the compact form, a desired trajectory is considered.
The trajectory is defined in Cartesian space and transferred
to joint space using inverse kinematics. Figure 9 illustrates
the desired trajectory of the EE for each degree of freedom
of the 6-PUS robot. The trajectory consists of three part.
First, the EE starts from neutral position and moves along
X direction. Then, the 6-PUS robot follows a circular
path. Finally, the robot returns to neutral position. During
this travelled path, moving platform of the 6-PUS robot
rotates like a falling coin. It should be noted that the
degrees of freedom Z and Yaw of the robot along the
path, remain constant. The path of the EE is also shown
in Fig. 10.
The geometry of the 6-PUS robot under study are given
in Table 1. These geometric data are given so that the EE
remains within the workspace of the 6-PUS robot during its
movement. Table 2 includes the specification of the mass
and inertia properties of the 6-PUS robot.
The inverse dynamics of the general 6-PUS robot is
solved using Eq. 35 to obtain required applied forces of
sliders. In order to evaluate the dynamics equations of
the general 6-PUS robot, a modeling has been done in

Table 2 The dynamic parameters of the 6-PUS manipulator
Components
of the robot

Parameter

Value

Slider

m
⎧s
⎫
⎪
⎨ ml ⎪
⎬
Ia
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
 In 
MT
T I¯
T

10(kg)
⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
20(kg)
⎬
⎨
2
0.006(kg.m )
⎪
⎪
⎩
2 ⎭
 1.500(kg.m )

1100(kg)
diag (840, 840, 840) (kg.m2 )

Leg

Moving Platform
Fig. 10 Path of the EE for the 6-PUS parallel manipulator
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Fig. 11 Force demanded at the actuators of the 6-PUS robot

MSC-Adams software. Adams software is a well-known
software in the field of dynamic analysis. Figure 11 shows
the values of the applied forces to the sliders for the
specified trajectory. As shown in Fig. 11, the solution of
both approaches are very close. These results verify the
correctness of the theoretical model and simulation.

Fig. 12 Trajectory used for the
surge motion

7 Eﬀect of Mass and Inertia of the Links
on the 6-PUS Robot Dynamics
The dynamic problem in parallel manipulators is much
more complicated than serial robots and requires much
computations. There are different approaches to increase
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Fig. 13 Results for the exact
and approximate dynamic
formulation for two mass ratios

the computational efficiency of parallel robot dynamics.
Simplifying the dynamics equations can be one of these
approaches. By neglecting the mass and inertia of the links,
 ui , and lateral
the reaction moment of universal joints, M
n

force of spherical joints, FSi , become zero [24]. In order to
investigate the effect of simplifying the dynamic equations,
exact and approximate analysis of the dynamic of 6-PUS
robot are compared with different payload for a specified
surge trajectory. Figure 12 illustrates the desired trajectory
of the EE.
Figure 13 compares the accurate and simplified model
of the dynamic for different mass ratios. The ratio of the
payload mass to the total mass of links is called the mass
ratio. As shown in Fig. 13, when a heavy payload is located
on the robot, the simplified modeling are very close to the
exact modeling of the robot dynamics. As the payload mass
increases, the effect of the mass and inertia of the links
strongly decreases.
As shown in Fig. 13, the simplified dynamic equation
should be used with care and that the accuracy of the
dynamic model is highly dependent on the payload mass
ratio. This result was obtained for the surge trajectory. To
better investigate the effect of payload mass ratios for the
5 additional degrees of freedom (roll, pitch, yaw, sway
and heave), the concept of relative error is defined as
following.
Consider the robot dynamics including mass and inertia
of all moving components as an exact model and without
mentioned parameters as the approximate model. Then, the
relative error for ith actuator and j th trajectory can be
expressed as Eq. 40,
E =


k

!

increasing the mass ratio, the average of the relative error
percentage decreases significantly.
As shown in Fig. 14, when the mass ratio becomes more
than 20, the relative error becomes less than 5% and may
be ignored. The simplified dynamic equations is used to
improve the computational efficiency of the dynamic of the
manipulators.

8 Case Studies
Earlier in this paper, we presented a general architecture
for the 6-PUS robot which can include the famous 6-PUS
architectures as below:
Case I - (RCID robot): The robotic controlled impedance
device (RCID) is a type of the 6-PUS robot which is
studied by Lopes in [25]. In this robot, linear actuators
are always normal to the base platform.
Case II - (6-PUS robot with triangle base platform):
Each pair of sliders are placed on a side of the triangle
base platform. Kinematic, static and workspace analysis
of this type of robot are investigated in [14].
Case III - (Hexaglide robot): The rail axes in this type of
robot are parallel and coplanar with base platform [20].
The pure translational movement is one of the main
advantages of the Hexaglide robot.
Case IV - (HexaM robot): In the HexaM, the rail axes are
leaning outside and make a constant angle with vertical

approx

exact −F
Fi,j
i,j
k 

,
approx
exact
, Fi,j
max Fi,j

i = 1, 2, . . . , 6
j = Surge, Sway, . . . , Y aw

k

(40)

where |.|k is absolute of |.| in kth simulation step. The
threshold for simplifying of the dynamic equations can be
found by evaluating relative error for different mass ratios.
Figure 14 shows the average of the relative error percentage
in terms of the different mass ratios. It can be seen that by

Fig. 14 Average of the relative error percentage with respect to the
mass ratio
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Fig. 15 Four well-known
architecture of the 6-PUS robot,
a RCID robot with vertical rail
axes [25], b triangular
arrangement of rail axes [14], c
Hexaglide robot [20], d HexaM
robot [22]

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 16 The 6-PUS robot, a
vertical rails, b triangular rails,
c horizontal parallel rails, d
inclined rails

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 17 Trajectory used for the
pitch motion

axis. In this architecture, sliders can move on a sloped rail
axis [22].
Figure 15 shows four well-known configuration of the
6-PUS robot which researchers have previously studied on
these robots [14, 20, 22, 25].
Figure 16 shows different architectures of the 6-PUS
robot which are similar to four well-known robots presented
in Fig. 15. In these architectures, in order to maintain
the same occupied volume by the robots, five kinematic
parameters, rb , db , rp , dp and Zh , are considered constant,
and two parameters β and γ are changed. Figure 16a shows
a particular architecture of the 6-PUS robot in which β
and γ are 150◦ and 90◦ respectively. In this case, a pure
vertical movement is possible for the robot. According to
Fig. 16b, when the parameters β and γ are zero, robot
rails lie on the sides of an equilateral triangle. As shown
in Fig. 16c, determining β individually for each leg makes
6-PUS robot able to have pure translational movements.
Figure 16d illustrates a general architecture of the 6-PUS
robot in which the rails are leaning outside.
Undoubtedly, different architectures of the 6-PUS robot,
have different advantages and disadvantages. In this
section, we intend to compare the performance of the
proposed architectures based on the final workspace and the
maximum dynamic force applied for navigating a specified
trajectory. The final workspace specifies maximum and
minimum position of the EE that can move from neutral
position in the single directions of surge, sway, heave
for the translational movement and roll, pitch, yaw for
the rotational movement. The maximum dynamic force
of the actuators in the four configurations, are compared
for two specific trajectories. The first trajectory is a
translational motion along X axis, surge, and the second
trajectory is a rotational motion about y axis, pitch. Since
the defined path should be included in the workspace

of all the four architectures, the range of motion in the
defined trajectories is determined according to the final
workspace of all architectures. The surge trajectory is the
same as the previous trajectory shown in Fig. 12 and the
considered pitch trajectory is shown in Fig. 17. Finally, the
maximum dynamic force in each trajectory is calculated
from Eq. 35.
Table 3 shows the final workspace, as well as the
maximum dynamic force of the actuators for all four
architectures of the 6-PUS robot. As can be seen, type
II and III architectures offer the lowest required dynamic
forces. However, these two robot types have a very small
final workspace making them impractical for commercial
applications. The architecture of type I is in good condition
in terms of workspace, but with a closer look, it can be
seen, architecture of type IV has the largest workspace with
lower dynamic force, while a same footprint is considered
for all architectures. The footprint of the robots is defined
the equality of the geometric dimensions of the two robots
when the robots are in its neutral position.

9 Conclusion
A comprehensive and general architecture of the 6-PUS
robot with kinematics parameters, allowing it to take
many of the famous architectures of 6-PUS was first
introduced. The closed-form dynamic formulation for the
general 6-PUS manipulator was derived based on the
Newton-Euler method with no simplifying assumptions.
The common assumptions of ignoring robot’s component
inertia as well as ignoring the effect of angular velocity and
acceleration vectors of the robot’s legs are all considered.
The derived closed-form model includes dynamic matrices
of the robot which can be used for forward and inverse
dynamic simulations. Additionally, the dynamic matrices
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Table 3 Comparing four architectures of the 6-PUS robot
Architecture

Final workspace

Maximum dynamic force

Surge (m)
Roll (◦ )

Sway (m)
Pitch (◦ )

Heave (m)
Yaw (◦ )

Surge Trajectory

Pitch Trajectory

−0.45/ + 0.45
◦
◦
−30 /+15

−0.49/ + 0.46
◦
◦
−17 /+17

−0.12/ + 0.37
◦
◦
−59 /+59

5.3 KN

2.8 KN

−0.12/ + 0.12
◦
◦
−3 /+5

−0.15/ + 0.16
◦
◦
−3 /+3

−0.04/ + 0.03
◦
◦
−16 /+16

1.5 KN

0.86 KN

−0.12/ + 0.12
◦
◦
−2 /+2

−0.03/ + 0.03
◦
◦
−3 /+3

−0.02/ + 0.02
◦
◦
−2 /+2

1.9 KN

0.85 KN

−0.55/ + 0.55
◦
◦
−44 /+17

−0.52/ + 0.61
◦
◦
−19 /+19

−0.13/ + 0.36
◦
◦
−67 /+67

4.6 KN

2.9 KN

* All robots have equal base and top platform as well as Zh .

are in a convenient form necessary for model-based
control strategies. As certain applications may require lower
computations and a simplified dynamics, effect of mass and
inertia of the links of the robot on dynamic equations was
next investigated. To do this, the accurate and simplified
model of the robot dynamics were compared and effect of
different mass ratio were investigated. It is seen that the
accuracy of the dynamic model is highly dependent on the
mass ratio and that when the ratio becomes higher than 20,

the average error of all six DOF trajectories become less
than 5%. Finally, using the derived general kinematics and
the dynamics formulations, four well-known architectures
of the 6-PUS robot were considered and compared based
on final workspace and the maximum dynamic forces of
the actuators. It was observed that the 6-PUS architecture
with guide rails leaning outside outperforms the other
structures and is therefore recommended to be considered
for commercial applications.
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